Summary of Value for Money Assessment for the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Affordable
Homes Programme (Dec 2021)
Background
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (CPCA) is responsible for administering a
housing fund, part of the area’s devolution deal. Within the original full business case for the fund a
set of five core delivery criteria were used to assess the economic case, these are shown below. The
results of the assessment were that “These criteria have been used to assess the long list of potential
sites and schemes. This has identified a potential programme of new affordable homes, across 45
sites, from which the £100m will be used to deliver at least an additional 2,000 affordable homes.”
Figure 1: Economic Business Case Assessment Criteria

Questions have since been raised in relation to criteria 5. value for money assessment; What is the
origin and context for the £25,000 figure (£27,447.72 adjusted for inflation1)? What are the
benchmark values for the value for money achieved by other schemes? What other value for money
considerations are there in relation to the performance of the housing fund? This short briefing note
seeks to answer those questions.
Understanding the Original Benchmark
When putting forward the original business case the main point of reference was the Homes and
Communities Agency (HCA)2 Affordable Homes Program. A programme to support an increase in the
supply of affordable homes that has been in existence, in various forms, since 2010.
The framework for the 2010-2015 Affordable Homes Programme3 had an initial aim to deliver
130,300 homes with a £4.49b fund the equivalent of £34,458.94 per unit (£42,313 adjusted for
inflation). Keeping in mind that the housing market conditions at the time (a historic low in the
building of market homes between 2009 and 2014) meant that it was possible to gain significantly
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https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/inflation/inflation-calculator

The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) was a executive non-departmental public body, sponsored by the Department for
Communities and Local Government. It was replaced by in January 2018 by Homes England and the Regulator of Social Housing.
3
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/371817/affordable-homesframework.pdf

better value for money than at the present time.
The grant funding applied for was approximately double the funding available4. According to the
National Audit Office (NAO) “This meant that the Agency could be more challenging in its discussions
with providers and its negotiators actively sought the ‘best deal’.” On value for money the NAO
concluded that “Our analysis shows that the grant per home awarded compares favourably to
previous programmes. On average, the Affordable Homes Programme has allocated funding of
approximately £20,000 per home compared with £60,000 per home under the National Affordable
Housing Programme.”
Towards the end of the 2010 to 2015 programme actual performance was being reported as figure
around the £26,000 mark, close to the £25,000 benchmark set for the CPCA fund. However, the NAO
also concluded that “The lower grant has been achieved partly through the higher rents providers
expect to charge. The Department estimates that over 30 years these will result in increased housing
benefit costs with a net present value of £1.4 billion, or approximately £17,500 per home.”
There is also a very specific context for this benchmark:
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•

Affordable housing delivery splits into three broad categories:
o Social rent
mostly owned by local authorities and private registered providers. Guideline target
rents are determined through a national rent regime and are lower than those for
‘Affordable rent’ homes;
o Affordable / intermediate rent
let by local authorities or private registered providers of affordable housing. Rents
can be no more than 80 per cent of the local market rent (including service charges,
where applicable);
o Shared ownership
homes for sale and rent provided at a cost above social rent, but below market
levels. These can include shared equity (shared ownership and equity loans) and
other low cost homes for sale and intermediate rent.

•

The subsidy gap per home is different depending on the model of affordability followed.
There being a difference between the total cost of building the home, and the amount that
can be borrowed against future rental income and in the case of shared ownership, sales
receipts. This subsidy gap can be partially met through cross-subsidy from market sale of
other properties on the development site, but the remaining gap needs to be met from
grant.

•

In 2019 The Housing Federation measured this grant cost (excluding London) as being;
o Social Rent - £162,000 per unit
o Affordable / intermediate rent - £74,000 per unit
o Shared Ownership - £29,000 per unit

•

Looking at the Homes & Community Agency (HCA) programmes from which the £25,000
benchmark was derived approximate 90% of the grant expenditure was for shared

file://cccauser07/userslocal/gr262/Desktop/Housing%20Evaluation/National%20AUdit%20Office%20Homes%20Evaluation.pdf

ownership products the lowest cost for of delivery. Since this point Homes England (the
replacement for the HCA) has announced a programme more balanced between affordable
rent (52%) and Shared Ownership (4%) with the remainder being Social Rent (4%).
Based upon current information about the grants made by the CPCA (updated Dec 2021), accounting
for the dynamic nature of the programme, schemes being added and removed from the programme
during the year.
•
•
•

A total of 1,684 units have had their information submitted for this Value for money
assessment.
average cost of £39,586 per unit.
The grant is divided as follows, 2% Social Rent, 62% Affordable Rent and 36% shared
ownership; significantly different from the profile of expenditure from which the £25,000
benchmark was derived but closer in profile to the current Homes England programme (see
above).

A more suitable benchmark for value for money would be the 2019 Housing Federation
calculations (see above). On the basis of the tenure mix of the CPCA grant scheme this would be
£60,800 which the CPCA is well below.
Calculation on Return on Investment
A readymade model for the immediate economic impact of housebuilding has been used (see
below).

A. The 2009 model was updated by Capital economics in 2019 and concluded that “every
pound spent on construction output stimulates an increase of £2.84 in gross domestic
product”.
Based on the assessed CPCA grant scheme value of £66.7m this would stimulate an increase
of an additional £189.3m in UK GDP. An additional £81.4m returned to the exchequer via

taxation.
B. The level of grant awarded isn’t the only consideration for understanding the overall impact
on public finances. There are savings in welfare expenditure generated by moving families
receiving housing benefit from private rented accommodation into social or affordable rent
tenure. This is particularly the case for social rent and affordable rent homes. Using the
Capital Economics model for the CPCA grant scheme generates the following table.
Table 1: Cost per unit calculation – Dec 2021
Total Units
Social Rent
Affordable Rent*

37
708

Total cost in CPCA
grant
£1,876,800
£27,028,904

Average cost per
unit
£50,724
£38,176

*based on the 708 out of 1041. The average grant per unit on schemes that only have affordable rent units.
Further work will be needed to separate out the grant into two or three lots for mixed tenure schemes.

Table 2: Value for Money Assessment for CPCA Affordable Housing Grant - benefits
Average cost per
unit

Return to
exchequer via
tax system e.g.
VAT

Return to Total benefits
exchequer via
per unit
savings on
housing
benefit*
Social Rent
£50,724
£22,318
£70,500
£42,094
Affordable Rent
£38,176
£16,797
£29,700
£8,321
*based on Capital economic model for a high cost area over 30 years.
**Note that the draft model doesn’t take into account interest rates on government borrowing (as
per the Green Book) or the possibility of rent levels being different in Cambridgeshire compared to
the national high cost model.
Table 3: Value for Money Assessment for CPCA Affordable Housing Grant – Dec 2021 Results
Total Units

Total return per
Total return
unit
Social Rent
37
£42,094
£1,557,478
Affordable Rent
1041
£8,321
£8,662,161
Total
£10,219,639
It should be noted that this model only provides a view on housing benefit savings. Social and
affordable rent are likely to return other benefits such as improved outcomes for children.
C. The final element of consideration needs to be given to the 606 dwellings grant funded for
shared ownership. These need to be considered in a different way as the beneficiaries of
these schemes aren’t necessarily housing benefit claimants. Therefore, these have been
treated as part of the CPCAs general model of return to the public purse based on an
increase in GVA per household (see separate CPCA paper). The outcome of this calculation
is £17.84m.
In total the return on investment on £66.7m of investment to the public purse is calculated as
£109.4.6m or 1.65 to 1.

